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Raghavendra Jaipuria: Good afternoon everyone and welcome to the DFM Foods Earnings Conference Call. Today

for the call we have the senior management represented by Mr. Rohan Jain –  Deputy

Managing Director, Mr. Rajiv Raina – Executive Director, Mr. Rajiv Bhambri – Group CFO

and Mr. Davinder Dogra, Company CFO.

Before we start, I would like to mention that in today’s conference call some of the statements

might be forward-looking in nature. At this point of time I would request Mr. Rohan Jain to

make his opening remark. Thank you and over to you.

Rohan Jain: Ladies and Gentlemen very good afternoon to all of you and welcome to the DFM Foods FY18

Earnings Call. It has been a year since our last call and we are overwhelmed and delighted with

your participation. We trust you have received and reviewed our results. We shall begin with

the highlights of the year gone by and follow that with the plans for FY19.

The last year has been a good year for the organization with the company having recorded an

annual sales turnover of Rs. 425 crores translating into a real comparable volume growth of

28%. Curls that was launched towards the end of FY17 has been an unprecedented success

while cheese balls have settle down as a niche product category.

The launch of curls coupled with the expansion of distribution has not only improved the top

line but has considerably improved our bottom line, with EBITDA for the business improving

by nearly 60% YOY to Rs. 50.8 crores in FY18. Net profits increased in line with sales by

26% YOY and stood at Rs. 23.3 crores in FY18. Apart from improving the financial

performance the launch of curls has resulted in the company expanding its customers franchise

with a significant number of new consumers coming into our fold. This means that the growth

attained last year shall be a lot more sustainable then what we saw in FY16 which was more of

a response to our consumer promotions.

Today we have a much larger platform to build upon. The growth however has also thrown up

its challenges pertaining to distribution in particular with reference to our go to market strategy

as well as the quality of our sales personnel. The company shall be addressing both of these in

the coming financial year. Further the company has taken a decision to modernize and upgrade

its first extrusion line that has been operating since 1984 at its Ghaziabad facility. This shall

result in an incremental capacity of 3800 metric tons per annum and is targeted for

commissioning towards the end of Q2 FY19. The estimated capital cost for the project is Rs.

20 crores and shall result in an incremental revenue generation potential of Rs. 60 crores on an

annualized basis.

The year gone by has also seen the company consolidates its financial position with all

parameters including debt to equity current ratio return on equity and return on capital

employed having improved.

Coming to our plans for FY19:
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The company is quite confident of carrying forward the growth momentum seen in the last

financial year into next one by focusing on all of its three levers of growth that is innovative

and aggressive marketing, the expansion of distribution and the introduction of new products.

As part of our marketing strategy we shall continue to invest behind all our brands in the form

of increased advertising spends, innovative consumer promotions and more aggressive trade

marketing. Specifically, we shall look to bring about even more innovation in the marketing

offerings while significantly improving the efficacy of our consumer promotions taking into

consideration the learning from the last year.

As focus the company shall look to grow sales on the back of increased advertising spends,

enhancing of retail penetration and the launch of new flavors. On the distribution front, the

company shall continue its distribution expansion to newer markets by way of the hub-and-

spoke model with a special emphasis on the North zone where our brand cracks enjoys

enormous goodwill. We should also look to make necessary corrections in the market servicing

model as well as improved quality of our sales personnel through training and recruitment.

This shall help us exploit and fully realize the potential of both existing and new products.

Now with the larger portfolio of products available, the company has also taken a decision to

commence sales to alternative channels apart from general trade which shall include both the

modern trade format as well as institutions.

Infused by the overwhelming success of curls, the company is now even more confident of our

strategic focus on new products to drive growth in the future. Accordingly, the company shall

continue its work for new product development and look to introduce at least two new

products in the coming financial year 2019. Apart from new and innovative products, the

company is also evaluating the feasibility of entering some of the established category in the

snack food space. As the plan is in place now, we feel confident of growing both our top and

bottom line in FY19. With this we conclude the opening remark. Thank you much once again

for joining this call. I now hand it back over to Mr. Raghavendra Jaipuria for further

proceedings.

Moderator: Ladies and Gentlemen we will now begin the question and answer session. The first question is

from the Anthony George from Goldcrest Advisors. Please go ahead.

Anthony George: If I look at your balance sheet the investments is coming to about Rs.51 crore and the finance

cost for the full year is coming to about Rs.10 crores. If you can explain the rationale of

holding this investment of Rs.51 crores or whether we can reduce this interest cost, going

forward?

Rohan Jain: The Rs.51 crore is the investment that we have in mutual fund and debt mutual fund and the

interest cost of course is function of a term loan that we have and the working capital needs.

The interest cost this year has increased a bit, the financial cost that you see has increased a

little bit on account of mark-to-market of the foreign currency loans that we have. The interest

cost is likely to be little bit lower than this going forward and the investment in mutual funds
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that we have and of course one may argue that we can look to retire some of the debt by using

these funds, but we do not want to use the current funds for long-term uses.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Anirudh Shetty from Solidarity Investments. Please go

ahead.

Anirudh Shetty: The question is two-fold. I would like to know what is the progress that we have made in non-

North Indian geographies, what would be the revenue mix and what is our strategy in terms of

growth and keeping a balance with profitability, going forward?

Rohan Jain: Well North as a region contributes about 75% to 76% of our total sales with the balance

coming from non-North. The strategy with respect to the profitability and growth, we feel that

both go hand in hand and we would like to grow both top and bottom line as you have seen in

the last year. We feel it is the healthy balance that we are maintaining, and we would like to if

we can maintain the kind of growth momentum that we have seen last year will be happy and

we will feel that the bottom line will follow through.

Anirudh Shetty: My second question is regarding our distribution expansion, are we facing any challenges in

terms of getting shelf space in new geographies that we enter and what is our policy in terms of

giving distributor margin and credit period, do we continue to follow a similar policy which we

have in our North region currently?

Rohan Jain: I will answer your first question first which is our ability to get shelf space. So I think our

products are fairly well accepted across geographies, but of course we have challenges as far as

distribution is concerned. We obviously do not enjoy the same kind of goodwill in other zone

yet as we do in the North, coz we are in North for nearly about 35 years now. So of course

there are challenges in other zones vis-à-vis the North. At the same time our products are fairly

well accepted there are no real challenges in being able to place the product, but obviously the

stock throughput ratios that we will see in North will be higher than what we will see in other

zone for our products.

On the distribution margin structure, given that we are obviously operating on lower distributor

volumes or volumes per distribution are lower in other zone as compared to North. We are

offering higher margins to the distributors in non-North. So for instance if we are operating on

a 7% distributor margin in North our margins in Non-North in the region is 12%. So that is on

the margin front. On the credit policy as you may be aware we do not actually offer any credit,

we have no accounts receivables. All our goods are dispatched against the 100% advance and

that is the same policy so far, and we have been following this for other zones too.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Runjhun Jain from Nirmal Bang.

Runjhun Jain: Can you tell us the comparative number of North region revenues vs last year, is there any

improvement in that or has it been steady. How has been the improvement in other regions?
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Rohan Jain: In the detail number perhaps, we can discuss this offline, but I can certainly tell you that there

has been growth in each of our geographies last year.

Runjhun Jain: Can you just quantify your FOREX debt, you said the interest cost has been higher because of

the of Mark to Market FOREX debt?

Rohan Jain: It has been about Rs.3 crore negative mark-to-market impact in the financial cost on account of

the FOREX loans.

Runjhun Jain: How much is the FOREX debt outstanding as of now?

Rohan Jain: It is about Rs.30 crores. We are hedging our foreign exchange position and so the benefit on

the hedge would go into other expenses on a net off there and the interest cost and the mark-to-

market impact on the loan part will come in the financial cost.

Runjhun Jain: Apart from the extrusion up gradation is there any other CAPEX we are undergoing for the

next year?

Rohan Jain: No not at the moment.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Monica Joshi from Hornbill Capital. Please go ahead.

Monica Joshi: Couple of questions from our side here, if you could speak about how crude impacts both on

the cost of your toys which presumably would be imported and on packaging?

Rohan Jain: Good question. This is obviously a concern with a lot of companies. Well when toys are

concerned you know there is fairly large chunk and in fact the large majority of our toys are

now being manufactured in India. While there are some imports majority of it is being

manufactured in India. We feel that we shall be able to curb or limit or manage gift cost within

the budget that we have been operating. There are efficiencies that we are looking towards as

far as the gift costs are concerned. On the packaging front, packaging cost have risen partly

because of crude, partly because of the rupee devaluation, but we have already taken

significant covers on the laminate side going into the next year. And we feel that we will be

able to maintain the kind of gross margins that we have seen in the last year.

Monica Joshi: How do you manage the cost increase whether it is because of crude or it could be because of

the agri goods that we have, do we typically go about changing grammage because I presume

that your selling price would be kind of fixed to Rs. 5 and Rs. 10 packs?

Rohan Jain: Price change in our space given that we are operating on the Rs. 5 and Rs.10 pack sizes will

usually happen in the form of grammage reduction, but price change obviously is still the last

resort. We normally try and see whether cost increases are temporary or permanent in nature.

If we feel it is permanent in nature and need to make some correction, then first of course we

see whether there are further efficiencies that we can bring about in terms of reduction of the
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pack size or optimizing various cost elements and then of course if the last resort being price

increase which will happen in the form of grammage reduction.

Monica Joshi: Do you typically see your price increase on your raw material with a quarter or two quarter lag

how does that work?

Rohan Jain: I would say the raw material inventory that we carry will vary from item-to-item, but we

would certainly see it in next quarter if not a little bit earlier.

Monica Joshi: My second question is on distribution and this actually relates to your North market we really

appreciate what you are doing in the Non-North market, but how much would you say is the

scope that you have to expand your penetration more in your home market?

Rohan Jain: Well, there is still a lot of potential and that is two ways of expansion. One of course is

deepening the penetration or DPL or the dealer per lakh the outlet count that we reach within

an existing market. So, for example a market like Delhi has a large number of retail outlets and

we cover a part of them. There is still a scope to enhance our direct reach in those markets with

the balance being catered to by the wholesale channel. Apart from this, obviously we are at a

point where we do cover all the 1 lakh plus population towns through a direct distribution

network, but as we realize and as you know that there is a large percentage of India population

which resides in less than 1 lakh population towns and the rural areas and there is a huge

potential.

So, if you look at the state like Uttar Pradesh for instance, if you see the total population in the

region of 20 crore with 5 crores being urban as per the census data. So there is a huge potential

as far as the smaller towns are concerned. We have taken proactive measures to actually

expand our distribution to these areas. So during the last year we have used the hub-and-spoke

model which ends up being a more efficient model to cater to the smaller towns and we opened

a large number of sub stockiest last year itself. I think there is a significant potential in terms of

expanding distribution to the next rung of towns and as well as deepening penetration in some

of our larger towns where we feel there is scope.

Monica Joshi: Correct me Mr. Jain if I am wrong here, if we understand that when you are expanding into

larger town you are trying to get into all the kiranas or all the shops, but as you are expanding

in the smaller town will that not be a margin dilutive business for you, does it make economic

sense to be present in those markets.

Rohan Jain: Yes, it does while there would be a slightly higher cost for reaching the smaller towns as they

become more and more remote. Generally, our direct distribution model would have our

carrying and forwarding agents directly billing our goods to the distributor, as far as the

smaller towns are concerned the super stockiest is added as part of the chain where this

carrying and forwarding agents will build the goods to the super stockist, there is a slightly

higher margin that is given. But at the same time the cost of distribution at the ground level on

the distributor front are lower in smaller market. So obviously the godown rent for a distributor
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in a market like Delhi is going to be much higher than it is going to be in a smaller market.

Thus, we operate exclusive distribution model where the vehicle going out with our own goods

is carrying only our goods on a ready stock model in the major towns.

Now as you move to the smaller towns it is typically a shared model, there is no dedicated unit

because the scope is less, so typically the sub stockist will sell other goods along with our

goods. The cost of distribution at the ground in that town becomes shared and cost effective,

while there is a higher margin that you have to give on the logistic side to the super stockist to

get the goods out there. So, I do not think it is going to be a margin dilutive business at the

same time it is going to be slightly at a lower margin then that compared to what we would get

in the market like Delhi.

Monica Joshi:: My last question before I jump back in the queue, you have a land in Pune and we have been

looking forward to some sort of expansion there and for you to target the Non-South markets a

little more efficiently. So is that something that it is going to happen in the next couple of years

or that is not on the cards right now.

Rohan Jain: You are right we have this land parcel and there is a possibility of that happening. At this point

in time we have not pressed the buttons on that expansion, but by having the land in place we

have obviously cut short the lead time whenever we decide to expand. Depending on how sales

grow and how strongly our western, southern and central Indian markets perform, there could

be a possibility of that coming up in the next couple of years, but it would be a function in

outcome of how things move. I mean North of course is a strong hold, we are seeing strong

growth in the North especially in the back of new products introduction and of course will fuel

that as well but let’s see there is a possibility.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Vishal Gutka from Phillip Capital. Please go ahead.

Vishal Gutka: Just wanted to know we are operating at 65% capacity so what is logic behind expanding doing

modernization of extrusion line because we have sufficient capacity to get a demand?

Rohan Jain: I hope that the demand will grow next year.

Vishal Gutka: So why are we not going very aggressive because you already ramp up the plant and now we

are operating at 65% capacity, so shall we not go very aggressive on expansion because the

Brownfield CAPEX is already ramped up right, going forward what kind of growth you should

look for FY19 and FY20?

Rohan Jain: We are operating at a capacity utilization which is higher than 65% it is more in the region of

75%, but we are certainly going aggressive. I mean I am not quite sure everyone’s definition of

aggressive maybe different but we in our view has gone pretty aggressive and 28% number is a

number which we are quite satisfied with if we can sustain the number like that in the future

we will be very happy.
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Moderator: The next question is from the line of Kuldeep Gangwar from ASK Investment Managers.

Kuldeep Gangwar: Can you please comment on the current distribution reach in the northern market and the rest

of India and what are your plans, and at which phase you want to add the retail outlet reach

over there?

Rohan Jain: Retail outlet count on a national level we are at around 2090,000 retail outlets that we cover

directly. So, these outlets are there in 1 lakh plus population town where we are monitoring the

outlet data. Apart from this as I mentioned earlier a large amount of expansion of distribution

is happening in less than 1 lakh pop strata towns. Now there we are not tracking the outlet

count. We are appointing a sub stockist. We are not tracking the outlet counts in those markets.

A large part of expansion that we have done in the last year has happened by way of this hub-

and-spoke model. So you may not see that direct outlet number go up very significantly

because that is in the major markets, to the extent that we increase our penetration in existing

markets and reach in existing markets, yes that may go up, but the expansion that you see by

way of hub-and-spoke model will not reflect in this number, but just to give you a sense we

had at the beginning of last year. In March 17 we had super stockist count of around 88 and we

have taken that up to over 150 and the number of sub stockiest which were around 800 sub

stockist, so essentially these are 800 small town or rural points of sale, that number is now up

to a little over 2000.

Kuldeep Gangwar: Can you please comment on what part of your revenue contribution come from Rs. 5 or Rs.10

price points?

Rohan Jain: All of it comes from the Rs. 5 and Rs.10 together and of that close to 90% or about 90% comes

from just the Rs. 5 pack.

Kuldeep Gangwar: What is the distribution cost as a proportion of sales for you in FY18 and given the increase in

the fuel price, how you are planning to mitigate the same because you are having huge clients

from Rs. 5 price point which is difficult to change in my view?

Rohan Jain: I mean to look at the exact cost as a percentage of sale and all other we are talk more about that

off line, but you know while there has been some impact of higher diesel prices obviously on

the cost of transporting goods it is not something which is going to compromise our margins in

any significant way.

Kuldeep Gangwar: You mentioned like dealer margin is the 7% in North, 12% elsewhere, similarly the retailer

margin are also different across the geographies or it is the same and what is the number if you

can please share?

Rohan Jain: Retailer margins are most similar across zones. We are looking at let say about 15% retailer

margin in a region of around 15% and that is for Rings and curls is a little bit higher and then

of course product-to-product it varies, but retailer margins are in the region of let say anywhere

between 15% and 20% and they are similar across the board. Of course, the trade schemes that
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we offer those may vary time-to-time and depending on the regions the trade schemes that we

offer may be more or less.

Kuldeep Gangwar: Last from my side like what is the steady state ROC which is possible in your business, for

example if you want to have Rs.100 crores of sales how much investment you require at your

facilities and working capital?

Rohan Jain: I will just give you one instance where I said that Rs.20 crore investment is now yielding a

potential incremental revenue of Rs.60 crores, this can vary a bit depending on whether it is a

Greenfield or a Brownfield. In the past we made a Rs.70 crore investment which yielded an

incremental revenue potential of Rs.200 crore and then we had an incremental investment of

Rs.25 crores which give us almost Rs.100 crores of additional revenue. So it is within that

region.

Kuldeep Gangwar: So right now, your ROCE is close to 26% / 27%, is it sustainable over a long period of time

and whether there is a scope for further improvement over there?

Rohan Jain: I think it is sustainable, with scale it could potentially improve let see.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Saurabh Jain from Astute Investment.

Saurabh Jain: If you can give us the breakup of the sales from curls this year?

Rohan Jain: Let us say the Rings has been about 63% of total sales and Namkeens’ Natkhat and curls

constitute the balance.

Saurabh Jain: This is for the year for the quarter?

Rohan Jain: For the year.

Saurabh Jain: Okay Namkeen, Natkhat.

Rohan Jain: And curls would be the balance.

Saurabh Jain: And cheese balls I am guessing would be.

Rohan Jain: It has only been launched around January, so it is not a very significant contributor to the

overall mix from the yearly prospective.

Saurabh Jain: And you are seeing sustained volume growth for curls in the quarter?

Rohan Jain: We have seen sales grew every quarter in the last four quarters. And as I said we hope to grow

that further into the next year with new flavor introduction. As I mentioned in the investor

release until Q4 we had only one SKU. We have the Chatpata Masala flavor in the Rs 5 and

now we have test marketed and subsequently launched a tomato flavor and we are also looking
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at third flavor being test marketed very soon and increased advertising we hope that we shall

be continuing to grow curls in the next year.

Saurabh Jain: Any sense of kind of Q1, Q2 growth that you are seeing in Culrs in terms of volume?

Rohan Jain: It was only launched towards the end of FY17. So last year has been the first full year of Curls

and of course from Q1 to Q2 has been a significant change and further to Q3. We can talk

about detail number offline if you are interested that would be great.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Mitul Mehta from Lucky Investment Managers.

Mitul Mehta: First, congratulation on keeping a balance sheet a very tight. (+30%) ROI and 25% ROE is

something to cheer about. Rohan just one question to you, our sales and on the raw material

side we have virtually no exposure to the FOREX on an exchange any rational as to why we

are keeping this Rs.30 crores of foreign debt. I mean we could just keep a rupee debt and not

expose ourselves on the currency?

Rohan Jain: We have not exposed because foreign currency loan, this pertains to the CAPEX and most of

the equipment’s are bought from the outside of India. So when we take a foreign currency

loan even after we have not exposed because we take a hedge we are fully covered. So what

you are seeing is mark-to-market thing which is appearing in the financial cost. We are hedged

and after considering the forward cover and hedging ourselves the net cost - after the cost of

the cover plus the foreign exchange interest cost is still lower than the rupee interest cost and

that is the rational for taking that.

Mitul Mehta: The cash that we have on our balance sheet is for strategic reasons, looking forward we may

want to expand. Let’s say in the near-term net or over 1.5 years what is happening is because

of this our entire return on equity and EPS looks little deflated as there is an extra Rs. 5 which

is going out of the pocket for the interest. Our solution to it is that we may repay some debt

and if require we may probably take debt at that point of time. And then obviously we will

have cash flows support the expansion plan. This may play a little more better on your EPS

and ROE.

Rohan Jain: Agreed, the return that we get on our investments maybe little bit lower than the cost of

interest and to that extent it is deflating but let see. As you rightly said there are strategic

reasons, we want to be able to spend money where we need to and invest in our brands. It

would make sense to have some cash sitting there, but we will evaluate, and we will see how

we can manage this going forward.

Mitul Mehta: From last two years we have been distributing about 22%/ 23% of the profit to shareholders, is

there any stated policy. As in future we would like to distribute 25% of our profits to the

shareholders, making that as a policy of the company.
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Rohan Jain: At this point there is no hard and fast policy. It will be a function, of course it is a discussion

that happens with all the board members and then the call is taken. There is no hard and fast

policy that can be decided, but we will be looking at this going forward.

Moderator: We take the next question is from the line of Ankit Agarwal from Centrum Alternatives.

Ankit Agarwal: If I look at our sales from a 2016 base even then actually the growth has been sort of single-

digit CAGR and obviously last year would have been a tough year because of distribution

pressures and all. So now how do you see going ahead as a worst of hit that we took in the

wholesale channel that behind us. Also, what is the take on the whole unorganized segment

which provides quite a bit of competition especially in the savory snack space? And also, sir if

you could comment a bit on new emerging startups which are coming in which basically are

also emerging in this space so how do you see competition going ahead in this space?

Rohan Jain: First of all I would urge you to look at the CAGR from ‘14-15 rather than ‘15-16 because ‘15-

16 was again a year where we grew by 35%. It is a question of how you look at the numbers

and if you look at the numbers from financial year ‘15 they will show a different picture than

what you look at in FY16. Your CAGR would be clearly mid-teens if you look at from FY15.

On the other question, which you are eluding to demonetization and the GST impacts, yes

there has been impact of demonetization in FY17 and then there has been the impact of GST in

FY18. There are still some impacts on the wholesale channels as they do not stock as much as

they used to. They operate on a slightly lower inventory. We feel these are immediate impacts

of GST and Demonetization. The worst is certainly over and we feel positive about things

going forward.

On the competition front, of course, there are more and more people entering the snack food

space. These are both organized and unorganized players. It would certainly be a wrong to say

that with the coming of GST or demonetization, the unorganized sector has been wiped-out.

They are very much there and still competing. While, they are not competing at a national or a

large region level, they are there in pockets and they keep coming in and going out. For

example, an unorganized player could be just selling goods in Ludhiana and Amritsar and

others are selling in different parts. These people are there, and they will stay. At a consumer

level of course, we feel that as the consumers get more and more quality conscious, they will

shift from the unorganized to the organized sector in long term. So that works in our favor. On

the organized competition front, of course we are seeing newer and newer entrants. Hence we

have to keep building barriers in the form of marketing, our product quality, distribution, our

focused positioning, etc. We have to keep connecting with the consumers to maintain, sustain

and grow our brands going forward.

Ankit Agarwal: Sir if I look at my Q4 FY17 notes you know there also we are also taking about the North

exposure at around 75% to 80%. Now also we are talking about 75% to 76% exposure.

However we had a strategy of expanding in the Southern region. Have we faced some

problems or are we rethinking on the strategy, please just give us some colors?
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Rohan Jain: In absolute money terms, the other regions have obviously grown but then the growth in the

North has also been very good and which is why the shares has remained the same. There are

obvious challenges as we move to newer geographies. Our volumes are lower and we as a

brand have not been there for long. There is other regional competition. Also we face

challenges of distributor viability. We are tackling these hurdles by offering subsidies or higher

distributor margins and we continue to expand. We have learnt that making your stronghold a

fortress is something which can yield a very strong results.

In other words, north where we enjoy enormous goodwill, there distribution expansion is no

challenge. There, it is about getting the execution right. Viabilities are no longer a challenge

and given that we enjoy such a strong brand equity of CRAX, the delta that we will get by way

of new product introduction within our strong hold are far more. So, I think, while we look at

expansion in other zones, we will keep a strong focus on the North zone which is our strong

hold.

Ankit Agarwal: Sir, on the margins front, if I go back to FY16, we were doing similar margin. Is this margin

increase largely driven by operating leverage or you have got some raw material benefits there

also?

Rohan Jain: While marginal raw material benefits are there which are reflected possibly in the gross margin

figure which is a little higher. But with scale obviously operating leverage will come through.

Our overheads hopefully will not rise at the pace at which sales will grow. If it is a growing by

28%, your overhead are not likely to rise by 28% even though there are the annual increments.

There is the additional recruitments that we have to do as we invest in growth. But with scale

we feel that over a period of time the EBITDA margin, etc., will improve.

Ankit Agarwal: So these can be considered normalized margins currently what we are?

Rohan Jain: Yes, this is something we can take as a starting point. Improvement in operating leverage may

not necessarily come in the next six months. For example, the distributor margin in the North

of 7%, those are in the other regions are about 12%. As other regions grow and if you are able

to make enough headroom in other regions these can be pulled back over a period of time. At

this point there are higher freight cost as we service other zones from the North. As the other

zone grow, you might add a facility (for example in Pune). While there will be an additional

overhead cost, there will be freight saving and the growth in sales will be higher than the

increase in cost which will lead to better margins.

Ankit Agarwal: So finally, is it fair to say that there was a larger dependence on the channel of wholesale.

Since wholesale channel is now stocking less as they need to report more, we are not able to

enter into some of these channels which were thinking of earlier?

Rohan Jain: There is a significant contribution of our total business from the whole sale channel. The

wholesale channel is just keeping low inventories post demonetization and GST. But it is not

really a cause of concern.
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Moderator: The next question is from the line of Chirag Lodhia from Value Quest. Please go ahead.

Chirag Lodhia: I have couple of questions. Firstly, your growth rate for first nine months is more than 30%

which is very good. However, when I look at your Q4, which is one of the best quarter for the

company, your growth rates were not as high as first three quarters. What has caused this

decline?

Rohan Jain: You are correct that Q4 has not done as well as Q3. We explained this in our Investor Release

that was sent. But basically, what we saw in Q4 is that the sales of Rings have actually come

down as compared to Q3. In Q3, we were operating a consumer promotion in the form of a

fidget spinner that we are giving free inside the pack and that did particularly well. Seeing the

kind of response we received for the promotion, we continue to operate the same. However, we

saw that boredom or the monotony sets in quite quickly among children. It slowed down

considerably towards Q4. Change to the next promotion took a lot longer because the sales

towards the fidget spinner promotion became slow. This caused the depression in Q4. We have

taken cognizance of this and we feel that operating promotion of a shorter duration is probably

a better strategy.

As over the last couple of years, we have been working on specialized innovative promotions.

What we were finding at one-point, was not operating the promotions for long enough, we are

actually leaving some juice unexploited in that promotion for other competitions, be it

unorganized or organize, to actually exploit. Our stocks would run out and then others would

cash-in on whatever juice was left. Additionally, we are spending money on film production

for advertising every specialized promotion. With that in mind we thought we should actually

increase the duration of the promotion.

But after seeing what happened last year, we feel it is a better strategy to operate smaller

promotion. What this would mean is that while you have left something on the table

unexploited, you know the next promotion will actually be as good. In other words, you will

offer a larger number of promotions within a given period to our consumer which will create a

lot more excitement in their lives. It also de-risks you from a promotion that is not gathering a

good response by operating for a shorter period before it impacts sales. This is a clear learning

for us and we shall significantly be able to improve the efficacy of our promotions and reduce

the volatility in sale of Rings on accounts of promotions.

Chirag Lodhia: Sir, you mentioned 63% of sales were from ring for FY18, if you can just give me

corresponding numbers for FY17 that would be great?

Rohan Jain: I will have to look at that and I can share that number with you offline, but it was obviously

higher because Culrs really was not there.

Chirag Lodhia: In terms of distribution, where are we today for Culrs as well as Cheese Balls in comparison

with Rings?
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Rohan Jain: So Cheese Balls is a very much niche product category. You know the acceptance of Cheese

Ball as a product category in the North is much lower than for example a masala-based

offering. We do not expect Cheese Balls to become a Culrs or Rings. But at the same time, the

rationale for launching Cheese Balls, was the fact that this segment we are operating in, is a

variety seeking segment. Children will always want to eat something different every day. They

want to experiment with newer things. Therefore it made sense for us to be present in the

category of Cheese Balls as well. We would like consumers to eat our Cheese Balls rather than

the competitor’s. The penetration of Cheese Balls is much lower. For example, if there are 100

outlets on which Rings is available, Cheese Balls would probably be available only on 15-20

outlets and even the offtake from that outlets will be lower.

As far as Culrs is concerned, we have made significant progress. While there is still some

scope, I think our saliency is pretty good. On the distribution side, our target is to be present on

an outlet which sells Rings. We would like for it to also sell Culrs. In the North, we are getting

there, with most outlet stocking both Rings and Culrs.

Chirag Lodhia: Indicatively, we have reached 50% of the Rings distribution for Culrs? Please help us

understand.

Rohan Jain: It is a lot higher. While there are still some gaps, but we would be around 80% of distribution.

In the major geographies where our market serving is regular (for example in Delhi and major

cities with 5 lakh plus population), we would be in a position closer to Rings. But there is a lot

more scope in the smaller town for Culrs to actually level up to the Rings as far as distribution

is concerned

Chirag Lodhia: 2.9 lakh outlet which you are covering today, do you track what percentage of sales is coming

through direct distribution vis-à-vis the wholesale or super stockiest?

Rohan Jain: First of all, all these 2.9 lakh retail outlets, are directly covered retail outlets which we are

serving through our distribution network. by direct serving and not the wholesale. So,

wholesale obviously is separate, and we have different zone vary the wholesale in the west and

south is lower in the North and East the wholesale contribution is higher. In the North we

would be operating about 40% kind of wholesale number of total sales.

Chirag Lodhia: Just lastly on A&P spent what was the absolute A&P spent in FY18?

Rohan Jain: We are looking at 2.5% to 3% of top-line.

Chirag Lodhia: Because last year the number was around 14.5 crore which comes to around 4.3% of your sales.

Rohan Jain: So I think it is around a similar number.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Kuldeep Gangwar from ASK Investment Managers.

Please go ahead.
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Kuldeep Gangwar: Can you just please share like what you target to achieve in let say 3 years, 5 years if we share

in terms of the revenue growth and the margins and as a strategy what you prefer whether the

volume of the margin and do you intent to work for a particular margin is something you target

for like 12% is on an average I have seen historically, so is it ballpark figure you intent to

maintain and like what is your preference between the volume and the margin and what you

intend to do next 3, 5 years?

Rohan Jain: Well we obviously all of us like both volumes and margins, but certainly volume growth is

very important. We are still small organization and I think in a large snack food market like

India there is a lot of headroom to grow and growth is very important to us on the volume side

and we feel that with volume growth the margin growth will also happen. It is not that we will

not be able to grow on the margin front or grow a bottom line, but you know growing a volume

is very important to the organization.

Kuldeep Gangwar: Do you show any guidance regarding 5-year top-line growth, etc., if you?

Rohan Jain: We really don’t give guidance. You have our track record as I said we would of course aspire

to grow at around 20% that is what we would like to do, but there are years of slightly lower

growth, years of slightly better growth. Last year as we have seen we have a real volume

growth at 28%, the year before that was a weak year, prior to that we had 35%. We will look at

a CAGR over a 5-year-period I think that will give you a sense of how we have grown, and we

would like to sort of carry forward the growth momentum.

Kuldeep Gangwar: Your other expenses declined in Q4 so what was the particular reason for that?

Rohan Jain: As I mentioned earlier we have some FOREX loans and the negative impact of mark-to-market

on the higher interest cost is the benefit of hedge.

Kuldeep Gangwar: And two small things like you mentioned about the contribution of Namkeen and Natkhat what

was the figure?

Rohan Jain: We can discuss this exact percentages off line but as I said ring is about 63% and the balance is

contributed by Curls, Natkhat, Namkeen and now Cheese Balls.

Kuldeep Gangwar: What is your cost of debt in India and elsewhere?

Rohan Jain: India is around 10.5%, it is about at least a 100 basis-point lower for the foreign currency loans.

Kuldeep Gangwar: Including the hedging expenses.

Rohan Jain: Yes after taking the cover into account.

Moderator: The next question is from the line of Anirudh Shetty from Solidarity Investments.
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Anirudh Shetty: Over the last couple of years we have seen the larger players like PepsiCo lose markets share

and Pratap and DFM have really grown strong, so in recent quarters are we seeing any

pushback from the larger players?

Rohan Jain: Well I cannot say that there is anything different, everybody is obviously trying to grow their

business and so are we, there is nothing specific that has happened in the last couple of

quarters different from what we have seen in the past.

Anirudh Shetty: Nothing in terms of hiking grammage or focusing more aggressively on the Rs. 5 packet or in

terms of dealer margin anything of that sort?

Rohan Jain: I am sure all the bigger players are doing all that they need to do, and this is probably a

question that they can answer better than I can. But on the grammage hike no I do not think so.

Trade schemes and other things are always there and maybe they are being more aggressive on

the trade margins, but this is something that I guess they could answer a lot better than we can.

Anirudh Shetty: My second question is how does one think about the consumer psychology, given that this

product is more of an impulse purchase and the customer has variety of options whether it is

chips, biscuits etc. at the end of the day customer just wants to satisfy his hunger? So is the

consumer in-different towards purchasing a snack product vis-à-vis any other ready-to-eat

product. How does one think about the competitor positioning of a single product focused

company vis-à-vis a company that is across ready-to-eat products and over the long run is

DFM open to entering into other product categories outside of snacks?

Rohan Jain: You are right to some degree there is an overlap across categories in terms of the consumer

buying. Having said that, there are buckets as well. For example, biscuits are made available

by parents at home quite easily and snacks is something which becomes more of product of

choice for the children. But at the same time, you are competing for that same share of wallet

and it can go obviously to confectionary, it can go to snacks etc. but then there are still at least

dotted line buckets which are there.

DFM as an organization obviously is open. We are at this point focused on ready-to-eat snacks.

There is a lot of opportunity within the snacking space, given the size and growth rate of the

market and our ability to innovate in terms of new products as well as looking at other existing

categories within the snacking space. That remains the primary focus, but going forward over

the next few years, we are not close at all to the idea of entering other product categories.

Moderator: We take the last question from the line of Navin Jain from Florintree Advisors Pvt Ltd.

Navin Jain: My question is extension of the last question, so basically on the new product launches so far,

we have stayed away from some of the larger categories like potato chips and may be let’s say

even Kurkure kind of a product. So, are we going to foray in these kinds of products in future

or we are going to stay in niche category going forward?
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Rohan Jain: We shall evaluate the possibility of entering these categories depends on what we can get from

these categories, we will take a decision as we move forward. We are company with a core

value of innovation and we want to continuously look at differentiated innovated products

where we can get volumes and margins, at the same time we will evaluate the possibility of

entering some of the other categories where we are not present.

Moderator: Ladies and Gentlemen this was the last question for today. I now hand over the conference to

the management for their closing comments over to you sir?

Rohan Jain: Well thank you all once again for joining us on the Earnings Call for FY18 and we hope that

we can carry forward the growth momentum seen in the last year in to the next. Thank you

very much.

Moderator: Thank you very much sir. Ladies and Gentlemen, on behalf of DFM Foods Limited that

concludes this conference call. Thank you for joining us and you may now disconnect your

lines.
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